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now + forecasting

Assessment of the current state of a 
target variable based on information 
provided by relevant indicators



Similarities and overlap with other 
related concepts

. forecasting

. flash estimates

. scenario building

. early warnings systems

. imputation



Greater demand for more up-to-date 
information for monitoring development 
and guiding policy

More opportunities created by 
innovations and new sources of data



Nowcasting is originally a term 
from meteorology

Nowcasting comprises the detailed description of the

current weather along with forecasts obtained by

extrapolation for a period of 0 to 6 hours ahead […] A

forecaster using the latest radar, satellite and

observational data is able to make analysis of the small-

scale features present in a small area such as a city and

make an accurate forecast for the following few hours.

- WMO

“

”



Process undertaken, formally or
informally, every time we take a decision 
about the present state with only partial 
information



Information about the current state of 
the economy is essential for policy 
makers

Since the 1930s, economists have 
systematically studied the co-movements 
of time series to predict the current 
state of the economy



Business cycle analysis 
by Mitchell and Burns 

(1935, 1938, 1946)



Composite indices of 
leading, coincident and 

lagging indicators by the 
U. S. Department of 

Commerce (1977, 1984) 
and the Conference 

Board



Treatment of the nowcasting problem in 
a formal statistical framework

1. Stock and Watson (1988)



Treatment of the nowcasting problem in 
a formal statistical framework

2. Evans (2005)



Treatment of the nowcasting problem in 
a formal statistical framework

3. Giannone, Reichlin and Small (2008)



Recent explosion of nowcasting 
applications in economics

. GDP

. value added by sector

. trade

. labour market

. inflation



Applications in other areas, including 
social variables and other aspects of 
development

. poverty and inequality

. mortality

. transport

. GHG emissions



Nowcasts are useful to give real-time 
information on a target variable

. published after a long delay

. available at low frequency

. subject to revisions



Other applications

. inputs to forecasting frameworks

. imputation

. backcasting

. series with structural changes



Nowcasts exploit all information 
provided by a set of indicators

. relevant

. timely available

. different frequencies

. non-synchronised publication

. varying publication lags

. many sources

. possibly a large set



Indicators are not selected because of 
their causal or theoretical/structural 
relationship to the target variable, but 
because of their

. correlation with the target variable

. timeliness



Nowcasts rely on statistical models that 
link the flow of data releases in real-time



More than a one-off projection, what’s 
interesting is the evolution of estimates 
as new data arrive



Challenges in developing a nowcasting 
application

. identifying relevant data sources

. working in a data-rich environment

. separating signal from noise

. summarise the information into a 
meaningful estimate



Common methodologies

. cycle analysis

. blocked linear systems

. bridge equations

. dynamic factor models

. mixed frequency (Bayesian) VARs

. mixed-data sampling (MIDAS)



Examples of nowcasting applications in 
economics

. €-coin, CEPR

. business conditions index, Fed Phil.

. GDP nowcasting, Fed NY

. inflation nowcasting, Fed Cleveland

. now-casting.com

https://eurocoin.cepr.org/
https://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/real-time-center/business-conditions-index
https://www.newyorkfed.org/research/policy/nowcast
https://www.clevelandfed.org/our-research/indicators-and-data/inflation-nowcasting.aspx
https://www.now-casting.com/home


Potential future developments of 
nowcasting

. proliferation of data sources

. modelling high frequency data

. links with structural models

. parameter instability and other time-
varying features

. theoretical development in statistics

. AI methods



Potential future developments of 
nowcasting

. extensions to other target variables
with limited data sources and larger 
publication gaps

. linking various approaches and 
methodologies
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